Dragon Husband 1598
Chapter 1598 Love vs. Cold Rain
Hearing Miss Su mentioning the word thank you again, Su Emei only felt a flash of
lightning struck her body, and her body trembled involuntarily!
Her eyes were wide, full of incredible!
Thanks!
At the beginning, before Lin Jiang closed the door, he asked Su Emei to find
Wiliam and conveyed the inexplicable two words.
thanks.
At that time, Su Emei didn’t understand the meaning of these two words at all.
Say thank you to Wiliam inexplicably?
She even suspected that Lin Jiang was inviting Wiliam to join Yushizhi, so she said
thank you in advance.
But it was immediately denied by Wiliam.
During those two days, she racked her brains and didn’t know why Lin Jiang
dragged these two words to Wiliam.
Now, being reminded by Miss Su, and cooperating with what happened today, Su
Emei understands!
I understand it thoroughly!
So I’m waiting here!
Wiliam met Su Emei, and Su Emei would have lost.
But Wiliam directly surrendered and entered the loser group.
Let Su Emei advance smoothly.
Even Yushizhi made a big step forward.
This thank you is to thank Wiliam for letting the Yushizhi people go one step
further!

The more Su Emei thought about it, the more he felt that Lin Jiang and Wiliam
were terrifying!
At that time, they had already calculated everything!
I thought that Yushizhi would meet Wiliam sooner or later!
So Lin Jiang asked Wiliam to take care of Su Emei and Yushizhi!
And the timing that Wiliam chose was too good for the right time and place!
On the second day he was poisoned and even assassinated, he gave up!
Others would think that he was injured and there was no way to admit defeat.
It was reasonable and smart, and it lowered the expectations of others,
pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger.
Is this something people can calculate?
Is this God helping him?
Rely on!
Su Emei, who wants to understand this, admires Wiliam and Lin Jiang so much, he
doesn’t even know what words to use to describe these two evildoers!
However, things are a foregone conclusion, and it is a good thing for Su Emei to
Yushizhi.
On the other side of the phone, Miss Su has hung up.
Leaving Su Emei slowly digesting the shock that all this brought to her.
And another game began.
This game is particularly eye-catching.
Because it’s the first time two women are fighting on the same stage!
One is Song Hanyu, one of the two prides.
The other is Miao Miao, the last of the fragrant flowers and blood.
Wenrenqing’s love is so beautiful that it can attract a large wave of traffic by
itself.
Song Hanyu returned to the king again.

So in this scene, almost all the eyes of the audience gathered.
The disciples in the fragrance all raised their throats.
They are nervous!
And I kept sighing in my heart.
why!
Is this the heaven is about to destroy our fragrant flowers and blood?
Why did you meet Shuangjiao so early!
Is Fragrant Flower and Blood Will Become the Second Nine Sects to Fall After the
Qijian Covers the Sky?
Song Hanyu, can this girl be defeated?
Wen Ren Qingqing stood on the stage with a complicated expression.
She had a good relationship with Song Hanyu in private.
But she also knew that she didn’t expect Song Hanyu to release water for her.
What really embarrassed her was the gaze that Song Hanyu looked at her.
His eyes were filled with indifference and ruthlessness.
Wen Renqinqing secretly sighed.
She knew why Song Hanyu would look at her like this.
Because of yesterday.
Yesterday she poisoned Wiliam, people with good friendships can easily find out.
Song Hanyu knew that it was completely expected.
Song Hanyu is planning to avenge Wiliam.
Sure enough, Song Hanyu faintly said before the game started, “Qingqing, you let
me down.”
Wenren Qingqing pressed his lips, but there was no answer.
Because she knew she was ashamed.

She was sorry to Wiliam.
“Although Wiliamzhen blames you and even forgives you. But I won’t. I will never
forgive you for what you did to Wiliam!” Song Hanyu still said indifferently.
This time, Wen Ren Qing nodded.
This thing is disgraceful and immoral.
That is, Wiliam didn’t die under her hands, and even continued the layout along
this step.
Changed to another person, and Wenrenqing’s body had a life on his back.
“So, be prepared to be humiliated, in front of so many people.” Song Hanyu said
lightly.
At this time, the referee was already yelling for the start of the game.
And at the moment the sound fell!
Song Hanyu’s body has disappeared in place.
Even if Wen Ren Qingqing paid 12 points of attention, Song Hanyu’s speed was
too fast.
When Wen Renqinqing was about to dodge instinctively, she was also hit in the
abdomen with a severe punch.
Her body retreated several steps before she could stand firm.
There was an overwhelming roar at the scene.
Double pride is too strong!
Even the seeded players of Jiu Zong are no different from ordinary people in
front of them.
It depends on how Wenren Qingqing loses.
In everyone’s expectation, Wenrenqingqing will only last for five minutes at
most.
Then you will be forced to concede defeat.
The strength gap is really too big.
Same as everyone thought.

Wenrenqingqing has no power at all.
It can even be said that she was being beaten at all!
It’s strange to say.
Song Hanyu could have ended the battle soon.
But she doesn’t have it!
She hasn’t even made a single move!
Even Zishuang didn’t even shine.
Just relying on a pair of powder punches, punches and punches
Wenrenqingqing’s body!
In a short while, the body was bruised after hearing people’s affection.
There were enthusiastic shouts at the beginning, but gradually became silent
later.
Everyone could tell that Song Hanyu was playing to hear people’s affection.
Why is this!
Wouldn’t it be nice to end the battle quickly?
Why do you want to humiliate Wenren Qingqing!
What made them even more puzzled was that Wenrenqingqing could have
surrendered a long time ago.
But she didn’t have it.
Does she think she still has a chance to win?
How can this be!
It’s obviously one-sided.
The scene was so silent, silent.
Quietly watching one beating and the other being beaten.
And the strange thing is that they didn’t speak between them.

Until ten minutes later, Song Hanyu stopped.
Even her can’t stand it anymore.
At the moment, I was in a panic.
Where is the appearance of a peerless beauty.
Even if the fist is smashed, it is also the fist of the peak warrior of the Innate
Secret Realm!
Wen Renqing’s body was riddled with flesh, and the white clothes on his body
were stained with blood.
It looks terrifying.
And she fell down again and again.
Stand up again and again.
It was okay at first.
Later, she stood up longer and longer.
She even stood on the ground, her body trembling slightly.
At the end, even standing upright is a problem.
Song Hanyu’s heart became even more complicated when he saw such an
intriguing affection.
In fact, a few minutes ago, seeing Wenren Qingqing’s stubbornness, most of the
hatred in her heart had disappeared.
She just needs a step.
Wenrenqingqing, what are you insisting on?
“Give up.” Song Hanyu couldn’t help it, and said directly.
However, Wenren Qingqing, who was trembling all over, showed a bitter smile.
She slowly turned around and looked at the place where the fragrant flowers
were bleeding.
There, it is still the position of Jiuzong.
Father, still sitting on the seat of Jiuzong.

“Hahaha, how can I give up…” Wen Renqinqing smiled, and tears fell.
“I’ll stand for a while, and the nine sects of fragrant flowers will still exist for a
while…”

